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Bakhtin is known by his polyphony (dialogue) theory and carnival theory. In fact, 
the richness and complexity of his thought far beyond this, including the outsideness 
theory, "unfinishness" theory, meta-language theory and so on. Although there are 
some changes of Bakhtin's research interests and focus in his academic career, the 
intersubjectivity thinking mode has been the main theme of his Philosophical 
contemplation.It can be said, is the relentless pursuit of equal dialogue between 
different subjects, to integrate Bakhtin's theoretical propositions within the deep 
structure. For the further study of the theoretical system of Bakhtin, we need to 
connect the intersubjectivity thinking mode to reflect and evaluate Bakhtin's 
epoch-making contribution on the philosophy, aesthetics, culture and other fields. 
Compared with Edmund Husserl,Martin Heidegger and other scholars, Bakhtin's 
intersubjectivity aesthetics thought has its unique characteristics. On the one hand, in 
the form of expression, Bakhtin carried on the Russian cultural tradition in which 
philosophy and literature interpenetrate each other. German scholars like  deduce 
their thought of aesthetics, literature and art from their own philosophical system. 
Though German philosophy have an profound impact on he, Bakhtin tend to derive 
and construct their aesthetic, philosophical theoris based on his comprehension and 
exposition of artistic creation. On the other hand, Bakhtin constructed his 
Intersubjective Aesthetic theory not only for theoretical speculation on the study 
object itself, but also for the presentation of his reflection and response to the major 
academic issues in his own time . the development and deepening of Bakhtin's 
thought is proceeding under a special historical background of Russian. there are two 
major changes occurred in this period: The first is the "Silver Age" of Russian culture 
declined gradually by external force; second is the historic debut of Soviet philosophy 
of dialectical materialism,and its Subsequently head for rigid and monologue in the 
"extreme leftist"trend of Stalin-era. If we studied Bakhtin's theory disregard the 
aforementioned two major changes,we would not have been so deep understand to 
why he is so focused on the dialogue culture that pursued heterogeneous coexistence, 















self-importance but lost in tedious atmosphere. 
This paper avoid studies Bakhtin's theoretical concepts in isolation, and trying to 
put the research of the emergence and development process of his intersubjectivity 
aesthetics into the background of Russia - the Soviet cultural development.I 
considered both the internal law of Bakhtin's theoretical development and the external 
environment which had deep impact on it in order to truly show the 
originality ,uniqueness and excellence of his thinking. 
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兴起，又延至 80 年代初，由英美国家的学者掀起。 
由于“文革”等因素的影响，对于中国学界，巴赫金长期是一个陌生、被遗
忘的名字。在 1984 年由廖鸿钧等中国学者编译出版的《苏联文学词典》关于苏
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在讨论会方面，中国 早涉及到巴赫金的学术会议，是前述的 1983 年的 “中
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